Feliks Bartkiewicz 1st Overall North West Open 2017

**Tau (El'qualar Sept)**

**Supreme Command detachment**

Commander = 157pts  
3 Fusion Blaster, Multi-Tracker, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 157pts  
3 Fusion Blaster, Multi-Tracker, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 157pts  
3 Fusion Blaster, Multi-Tracker, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 157pts  
3 Fusion Blaster, Multi-Tracker, 2 Gun Drones

**Patrol detachment**

Commander = 172pts  
3 Missile Pod, Advanced Targeting System, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 172pts  
3 Missile Pod, Advanced Targeting System, 2 Gun Drones

**Battalion detachment**

Commander = 132pts  
4 Burst Cannon, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 132pts  
4 Burst Cannon, 2 Gun Drones  
Commander = 169pts  
3 Missile Pod, Drone Controller, 2 Gun Drones

**Strike Team** = 40pts  
Strike Team = 40pts  
Strike Team = 40pts  
Firesight Marksman = 24pts  
Firesight Marksman = 24pts  
Firesight Marksman = 24pts  
**Tactical drones** (9x Gun Drone) = 72pts  
**Tactical drones** (8x Gun Drone) = 64pts  
**Tactical drones** (8x Gun Drone) = 64pts

**Total:** 1994pts

**CPs:** 7  
**Drops:** 20